1201 KNOCKOUT: The 40-gram beanbag 12 gauge shell could be a valuable deterrent when it comes to an unruly
home invader, dangerous animal approaching, or for law enforcement riot control roles. These shells feature a 2.75"
standard length and can accurately launch the 40-gram bean bag at any reasonable range.
1202 RUBBER ROCKET: These 12 gauge 2.75" rounds fire a fin-stabilized rubber projectile that could be very
useful as a less-lethal alternative to traditional shotgun ammunition. These rubber projectiles could still be potentially
lethal when fired at the head or at close range. The fins on this projectile should help it to retain accuracy out to any
reasonable range if you need to deter a large or dangerous animal from approaching or wish to use these rubber 12
gauge rounds for LE/duty roles and riot control purposes.
1203 TRIPLE BALL ROUND: These 12 gauge 2.75" cartridges launch three large 72-caliber rubber balls, which
could provide a less-lethal result on target if carefully fired away from the head and face and not at extremely close
range. While these rounds still could be lethal, they provide an effective deterrent for large, tough angry animals and
predators. Law enforcement and police may find these to be an acceptable choice for riot control use.
1204 BEEHIVE: The Beehive 12 gauge 2.75" round contains twenty 32-caliber rubber balls, making it a very
effective tool for creating a large pattern of extremely painful rubber projectiles. These rubber balls can still be lethal if
fired at the face or head or fired at close ranges. For deterring dangerous animals, these rounds could be a great
choice!
1250 ARMOR PIERCING: Punch through thick barriers, metal, cars, radiators, or tires with these 2.75" 12 gauge
armor-piercing slugs. Ideal for extremely serious tactical and duty roles, these 12 gauge slugs can help officers stop
vehicles trying to rush through checkpoints, punch through tough barriers and material, and help law enforcement
perform their most dangerous duties.
1251 EXPLODER: These extremely specialized 12 gauge cartridges feature a large hollow cavity that can be
packed with combustible material (not included), and stabilizing fins. D.O.T. regulations require that the Exploder
hollow cavity be shipped unloaded, but that means you get to add whatever you wish to the inside of these stabilized
2-3/4" 12 gauge slugs.
1252 TERMINATOR X: These 2.75" 12 gauge shells feature a hollow core slug that expands to a staggerings 2",
and a dozen smaller projectiles that will pepper around the massive hollow slug. The result on target can be
devastating, as 100% of the energy from these 12 gauge rounds will dump into the target and not punch through.
Stopping dangerous home invaders, animals, or even hunting big game could be appropriate roles for
the Terminator X 12 gauge round.
1253 DOUBLE SLUG: These 2.75" 12 gauge shells shoot two slugs for double the impact! They spread over time,
providing an approximately 2" group at 25 yards, or up to a foot-wide group at 50 yards. Shooting large predators or
home invaders with such a cartridge means that the energy and impact will be spread over that much more space,
and will really help encourage any threat to get away from you as quickly as possible.
1254 PIT BULL: The Pit Bull 12 gauge shell makes use of classic 00-buck paired with a heavy-duty slug.
These 2.75" shells pack one serious punch, and make for an excellent defensive load or even hunting cartridge!
Many consumers would describe this as the absolute best possible 12 gauge home defense round available! If you
want to use a 1 oz slug for home defense, paired with 00-buck, make sure you pick a few boxes of these Pit Bull
shells up!
1255 RHODESIAN JUNGLE: These 12 gauge Rhodesian Jungle rounds contain both large pellets and small
pellets, creating a staggering combination of heavy-hitting projectiles and smaller ones to pepper the target. This
composition of pellet sizes means these are great for defensive roles and can stop a wide variety of threats including
home invaders, large animals, and other dangerous predators.
1256 TRIPLE DECKER: The Triple Decker 12 gauge 2.75" shotshell packs a staggering punch and features three
levels of large projectiles all sectioned off by thin discs. This type of shell creates a uniquely destructive pattern on the
target, focusing impact forces across three separate clusters of three large diameter beads. If you land all 9
projectiles on a target after they have spread apart, the effect on target will be absolutely devastating.

1257 FLECHETTE: These 2.75" 12 gauge shells are packed with 28 dart-shaped projectiles or "flechettes". The
idea of a flechette round is that these can punch through brush or barriers that may normally stop or deflect regular
shot pellets, such as thick underbrush. It is said that these rounds were used to defend against enemy snipers hiding
amongst tree branches and leaves, as they pierce through some of the material that would deflect birdshot or
buckshot.
1258 CAYENNE PEPPER BLAST: Use these 12 gauge 2.75" shells to blast cayenne pepper right out of the
muzzle of your shotgun as a defensive deterrent. For use on the borders of your property, or out in the wilds, these
shells could certainly help convince a would-be attacker or angry animal to go away, but we strongly recommend you
do not use these as an interior defensive load as the cayenne could just as easily end up in your own sinuses and
eyes. Make sure you have plenty of space and have the wind somewhat at your back before unleashing this spicy
cloud of hot pain.
1259 SHORT CAYENNE PEPPER BLAST: Use these 12 gauge 2" shorty shells to blast cayenne pepper right out
of the muzzle of your shotgun as a defensive deterrent. For use on the borders of your property, or out in the wilds,
these shells could certainly help convince a would-be attacker or angry animal to go away, but we strongly
recommend you do not use these as an interior defensive load as the cayenne could just as easily end up in your
own sinuses and eyes. Make sure you have plenty of space and have the wind somewhat at your back before
unleashing this spicy cloud of hot pain.
1260 RHODESIAN RED: These 12 gauge Rhodesian Jungle Red rounds contain large red pellets and small
pellets, creating a staggering combination of heavy-hitting projectiles and smaller ones to pepper the target. This
composition of pellet sizes means these are great for defensive roles and can stop a wide variety of threats including
home invaders, large animals, and other dangerous predators.
1262 DANTE’S INFERNO: Three levels of Hell in one package! Includes one Cayenne Pepper Blast, one Beehive
and one Terminator X.

